A Riotous Featurette in the Tradition of “The Running, Jumping and Standing Still Film!”

“A major comic imagination! Easily the most brilliant ironic actor the British have produced since Alec Guinness!”—TIME MAGAZINE

PETER SELLERS in
THE CASE OF THE
MUKKINESE BATTLE-HORN

“a brilliantly INCONSEQUENTIAL film!”—CINEMA 16

Directed by JOSEPH STERLING
FILMED IN THE WONDER OF SCHIZOPHRENOSCOPE (THE NEW SPLIT SCREEN!)
WILD! But They’re All Mixed Up In “The Case of the Mukkinese Battle-Horn”

PETER SELLERS in
THE CASE OF THE
MUKKINESE
BATTLE-HORN

A Marlborough Production, directed by Joseph Sterling with Spike Milligan and Dick Emery

Screenplay by HARRY BOOTH • JON PENINGTON • LARRY STEPHENS
Additional Material by PETER SELLERS • SPIKE MILLIGAN

This hair-raising satire on Scotland Yard records the utter destruction of a dangerous gang of international Mukkinese battle-horn smugglers, complete with echoes of Bunuel, Mack Sennett and D. W. Griffith.
(25 minutes)

“Here we have a film of the same high comic level as 'Kind Hearts And Coronets' and 'On Approval'.”
—Observer

“A small masterpiece!”
—Chronicle
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